CARE
Caring for a swimming pool that
is equipped with a salt chlorine
generator is made simpler by virtue
of automation–the device makes
chlorine for you.

POOL
CARE

But these devices do not test the
water, clean your filter, adjust,
balance or handle a weekend pool
party, nor should they be considered
maintenance-free.
Salt Solutions by Ultima® Pool Care
products are designed specifically to
treat and protect saltwater pools
and are easy to use.
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Weekly
Salt Test Strips

Maintaining proper salt level allows generator to run efficiently

As needed to maintain 7.2-7.8
pH Down

Protects surfaces and equipment and provides bather comfort

As needed to maintain 30-50 ppm
Stabilizer

Protects chlorine from harmful UV rays

Weekly or after algae bloom
Algaecide

Prevents and controls algae

Weekly
Weekly Shock Oxidizer

Eliminates contaminants & clarifies water

Once per season

Product availability dependent on EPA and state registrations.

PowerWash Cell Cleaner

Use weekly to test salt levels to ensure they are maintained
at proper levels so your generator runs efficiently. Follow
your salt chlorine generator manufacturer’s recommendations for proper salt levels.

Monthly

Used once per season, this product cleans your cell quickly
and may help extend the life of the cell. A mixture of hydrochloric acid, surfactants and dispersants, it is highly effective
at removing scale buildup and is easier to handle than
muriatic acid.

Cell Extend

Salt Test Strips

PowerWash Cell Cleaner

Monthly

Salt chlorine generators convert saltwater into chlorine using
a process that often raises the pH of pool water. Adding this
product as needed helps to protect your salt pool equipment
and surfaces by lowering the pH into the recommended
range of 7.2 – 7.8.

Monthly Salt Maintenance

pH Down

This monthly maintenance product contains powerful agents
that prevent scale and oily buildup on the cells in your
generator which can help extend the life of the cell. Additionally, this product clears cloudy water, increases the filter's
efficiency, protects pool surface from staining and reduces
phosphates in the pool water.

At start-up & during season

Cell Extend

Salt Start Up

Salt chlorine generators create unstabilized chlorine. This
kind of chlorine dissipates quickly when exposed to the sun’s
UV rays. This product extends the life of the chlorine in your
pool. Cyanuric acid levels should be maintained between
30 – 50 ppm.

Weekly

Stabilizer

Added monthly, this combination product contains an
oxidizer that eliminates common pool water contaminants
and a clarifier that clears cloudy water. This product also
prevent deposits from forming on the generator’s cell, corrosion
of the electrodes and can also be used for winterizing.

Weekly Salt Pool Refresh

Monthly Salt Maintenance

BENEFITS

Even pools equipped with salt chlorine generators can get
algae. This product is a triple-action formula that quickly and
effectively removes all types of pool algae. Can also be used
as part of your weekly maintenance program to keep your
water clear and free of algae.

Keeps cell running efficiently

Algaecide

FREQUENCY

This multi-functional product is ideal for pool start up at the
beginning of the pool season and may also be added during
the season to help boost the stabilizer (cyanuric acid) levels
in your pool. Stabilizer is needed to help protect generated
chlorine from sunlight. Also clarifies pool water, controls
metals and creates softer feeling water.

PRODUCT

Salt Start Up

Extends life of generator, protects pool equipment/surfaces
& lowers phosphates

Used weekly, this product eliminates organic contaminants
like sunscreen and sweat without the use of chlorine. Use this
product to help keep your water sparkling clear, fresh and
odor-free. Best of all, you can swim 15 minutes after
treatment!

Eliminates contaminants, clarifies water & protects generator

Weekly Shock Oxidizer

Added weekly, this product replenishes salt levels, reduces
pH, and helps maintain stabilizer. Additional ingredients help
to prevent scale, protect equipment, clarify the water and
make the water feel soft. For pools of any size and surface.

Boosts CYA, clarifies and protects surface from staining

Weekly Salt Pool Refresh

Replenishes salt, reduces pH, maintains stabilizer, prevents
scale, clarifies & softens

Salt Solutions by Ultima®

